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ABSTRACT

PHP is the name of the technology for appications language and
applications Server (recursive acronym for PHP: Hypertext
Preprocessor) is a widely used open source general-purpose
scripting language that is especially suited for web development and
can be embedded into HTML.

It describes the third part of what LAMP Technologies are, updated
to 2020. Also defines what new-noncompatible platform is. It shows
how LAMP Software Technology is used to develop information
systems on a noncompatible platform being the basis of IoT and 4.0
Internet Industry. It combines IEEE 802.3 and SCRUM Methodology
as Technology Standard to make LAMP Software Technology keeps
itself as a standard. It is shown Apache HTTP Web Server version
2.4.41 as Web Server. It is included as standard in most binaries
distributed Apache Organization when it is using MySQL 8.0.19 as
Data Base Management System and PHP 7.4.2 Applications Server
and Programming Internet Language. It is writen to anyone who use
and apply LAMP Technology over any compatible and noncompatible platform.

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>Ramptors</title>
</head>
<body>
<?php
echo "Hello World!";
?>
</body>
</html>

I. Instead of lots of commands to output HTML, PHP pages contain
HTML with embedded code that does "something" (in this case,
output "Hi, I'm a PHP script!"). The PHP code is enclosed in special
start and end processing instructions <?php and ?> that allow you to
jump into and out of "PHP mode." What distinguishes PHP from
something like client-side JavaScript is that the code is executed on
the server, generating HTML which is then sent to the client. The
client would receive the results of running that script, but would not
know what the underlying code was. You can even configure your
web server to process all your HTML files with PHP, and then there's
really no way that users can tell what you have up your sleeve. The
best things in using PHP are that it is extremely simple for a
newcomer, but offers many advanced features for a professional
programmer. Don not be afraid reading the long list of PHP's
features. It can be jumped in, in a short time, and start writing simple
scripts in a few hours. Although PHP's development is focused on
server-side scripting, it can done more with it. Read on, and see
more in the What can PHP can do in web programming. The Magic
of PHP is the way to get a Query instead of a Inner Join View as:

I NT RO DU CT I O N
Since 2004 until now the Hardware has evolved dramatically, if we
had had a crystal ball we would never have imagined how these
changes would have been and especially the permanence of the
LAMP Software Technology. In 2006 we wrote that with those two
articles where the project was finished, now we laugh at that year
because LAMP Software Technology was just expanding throughout
the world. From 1999 our team has worked on LAMP Software
Technology, we were trying to make our students have Apache,
MySQL and PHP without having to install LINUX on their computers
for the Operating System licenses of that time and for not being able
to have enough funds to buy licenses for the technology that
accompanied that platform, and curiously now it is free too, we set
out to take advantage of our laboratory licenses and develop a
strange combination of Apache, MySQL and PHP for our computers,
It is the same one that we published in 2004 and that a year earlier
had been rejected for not complying with the highest quality
standards worldwide, the IEEE Standards, but which we took into
account and obtained what was the beginning of many successes in
the IEEE. Now, we proudly present a remake of this successful 2004
article incorporating what is now the current technological
development of LAMP Software Technology from the new
unsupported platforms. We hope you enjoy reading this article just
as we enjoy writing it.

$queryG = "SELECT * FROM game WHERE 1 <= game_ID
AND game_ID <= 12 AND game_STATUS = 'NOT
MARKED' AND game_SHOW = 'YES' AND fa_ID = 1 ORDER BY fecha_ID, hora_ID; ";
$resultG = mysql_query ( $queryG, $conexion00 );
while ( $rowG = mysql_fetch_array ( $resultG ) )
{
$queryR = "SELECT * FROM round WHERE round_ID = '$rowG[round_ID]' AND round_STATUS = 'ALTA'; ";
$resultR = mysql_query ( $queryR, $conexion00 );
$rowR = mysql_fetch_array ( $resultR );
$queryD1 = "SELECT * FROM distribution WHERE game_ID = '$rowG[game_ID]' AND dis_SET = 'L'; ";
$resultD1 = mysql_query ( $queryD1, $conexion00 );
$rowD1 = mysql_fetch_array ( $resultD1 );
$queryD2 = "SELECT * FROM distribution WHERE game_ID = '$rowG[game_ID]' AND dis_SET = 'V'; ";
$resultD2 = mysql_query ( $queryD2, $conexion00 );
$rowD2 = mysql_fetch_array ( $resultD2 );
$queryE1 = "SELECT * FROM enrollement WHERE en_ID = '$rowD1[en_ID]'; ";
$resultE1 = mysql_query ( $queryE1, $conexion00 );
$rowE1 = mysql_fetch_array ( $resultE1 );
$queryGR = "SELECT * FROM grupo WHERE gpo_ID = '$rowE1[gpo_ID]'; ";
$resultGR = mysql_query ( $queryGR, $conexion00 );
$rowGR = mysql_fetch_array ( $resultGR );
$queryE2 = "SELECT * FROM enrollement WHERE en_ID = '$rowD2[en_ID]'; ";
$resultE2 = mysql_query ( $queryE2, $conexion00 );
$rowE2 = mysql_fetch_array ( $resultE2 );
$queryLL = "SELECT * FROM team WHERE team_ID = '$rowE1[team_ID]'; ";
$resultLL = mysql_query ( $queryLL, $conexion00 );
$rowLL = mysql_fetch_array ( $resultLL );
$queryVV = "SELECT * FROM team WHERE team_ID = '$rowE2[team_ID]'; ";
$resultVV = mysql_query ( $queryVV, $conexion00 );
$rowVV = mysql_fetch_array ( $resultVV );
$queryF1 = "SELECT * FROM peu WHERE en_ID = '$rowE1[en_ID]' AND peu_SET = 'L'; ";
$resultF1 = mysql_query ( $queryF1, $conexion00 );
$rowF1 = mysql_fetch_array ( $resultF1 );
$queryF2 = "SELECT * FROM peu WHERE en_ID = '$rowE1[en_ID]' AND peu_SET = 'V'; ";
$resultF2 = mysql_query ( $queryF2, $conexion00 );
$rowF2 = mysql_fetch_array ( $resultF2 );
$queryF3 = "SELECT * FROM peu WHERE en_ID = '$rowE1[en_ID]' AND peu_SET = '3'; ";
$resultF3 = mysql_query ( $queryF3, $conexion00 );
$rowF3 = mysql_fetch_array ( $resultF3 );
$queryU1 = "SELECT * FROM uniform WHERE u_CVE = '$rowF1[u_CVE]'; ";
$resultU1 = mysql_query ( $queryU1, $conexion00 );
$rowU1 = mysql_fetch_array ( $resultU1 );
$queryU2 = "SELECT * FROM uniform WHERE u_CVE = '$rowF2[u_CVE]'; ";
$resultU2 = mysql_query ( $queryU2, $conexion00 );
$rowU2 = mysql_fetch_array ( $resultU2 );
$queryU3 = "SELECT * FROM uniform WHERE u_CVE = '$rowF3[u_CVE]'; ";
$resultU3 = mysql_query ( $queryU3, $conexion00 );
$rowU3 = mysql_fetch_array ( $resultU3 );
$queryG1 = "SELECT * FROM peu WHERE en_ID = '$rowE2[en_ID]' AND peu_SET = 'L'; ";
$resultG1 = mysql_query ( $queryG1, $conexion00 );
$rowG1 = mysql_fetch_array ( $resultG1 );
$queryG2 = "SELECT * FROM peu WHERE en_ID = '$rowE2[en_ID]' AND peu_SET = 'V'; ";
$resultG2 = mysql_query ( $queryG2, $conexion00 );
$rowG2 = mysql_fetch_array ( $resultG2 );
$queryG3 = "SELECT * FROM peu WHERE en_ID = '$rowE2[en_ID]' AND peu_SET = '3'; ";
$resultG3 = mysql_query ( $queryG3, $conexion00 );
$rowG3 = mysql_fetch_array ( $resultG3 );
$queryV1 = "SELECT * FROM uniform WHERE u_CVE = '$rowG1[u_CVE]'; ";
$resultV1 = mysql_query ( $queryV1, $conexion00 );
$rowV1 = mysql_fetch_array ( $resultV1 );
$queryV2 = "SELECT * FROM uniform WHERE u_CVE = '$rowG2[u_CVE]'; ";
$resultV2 = mysql_query ( $queryV2, $conexion00 );
$rowV2 = mysql_fetch_array ( $resultV2 );
$queryV3 = "SELECT * FROM uniform WHERE u_CVE = '$rowG3[u_CVE]'; ";
$resultV3 = mysql_query ( $queryV3, $conexion00 );
$rowV3 = mysql_fetch_array ( $resultV3 );
}
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II. Installing and Set-Up PHP. PHP is the component of your setup that
will process code to display dynamic content. It can run scripts,
connect to your MySQL databases to get information, and hand the
processed content over to your web server to display. Once again,
leverage the apt system to install PHP. In addition, include some
helper packages this time so that PHP code can run under the
Apache server and talk to your MySQL database:

$ apt search php- | less

Use the arrow keys to scroll up and down, and press Q to quit. The
results are all optional components that you can install. It will give
you a short description for each:
bandwidthd-pgsql/bionic 2.0.1+cvs20090917-10ubuntu1 amd64
Tracks usage of TCP/IP and builds html files with graphs
bluefish/bionic 2.2.10-1 amd64
advanced Gtk+ text editor for web and software development
cacti/bionic 1.1.38+ds1-1 all
web interface for graphing of monitoring systems
ganglia-webfrontend/bionic 3.6.1-3 all
cluster monitoring toolkit - web front-end
golang-github-unknwon-cae-dev/bionic 0.0~git20160715.0.c6aac99-4 all
PHP-like Compression and Archive Extensions in Go
haserl/bionic 0.9.35-2 amd64
CGI scripting program for embedded environments
kdevelop-php-docs/bionic 5.2.1-1ubuntu2 all
transitional package for kdevelop-php

$sudo apt install php libapache2-mod-php php-mysql

This should install PHP without any problems. We'll test this in a
moment. In most cases, you will want to modify the way that Apache
serves files when a directory is requested. Currently, if a user
requests a directory from the server, Apache will first look for a file
called index.html. We want to tell the web server to prefer PHP files
over others, so make Apache look for an index.php file first.
To do this, type this command to open the dir.conf file in a text editor
with root privileges:

kdevelop-php-docs-l10n/bionic 5.2.1-1ubuntu2 all
transitional package for kdevelop-php-l10n
…
:

To learn more about what each module does, you could search the
internet for more information about them. Alternatively, look at the
long description of the package by typing:
$apt show package_name

There will be a lot of output, with one field called Description which
will have a longer explanation of the functionality that the module
provides. For example, to find out what the php-cli module does, you
could type this:

$sudo nano /etc/apache2/mods-enabled/dir.conf

$apt show php-cli

It will look like this:

Along with a large amount of other information, you'll find something
that looks like this:

/etc/apache2/mods-enabled/dir.conf

Output
…
Description: command-line interpreter for the PHP scripting
language (default)
This package provides the /usr/bin/php command interpreter,
useful for
testing PHP scripts from a shell or performing general shell
scripting tasks.
.
PHP (recursive acronym for PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor) is a
widely-used
open
source
general-purpose
scripting
language
that
is
especially suited
for web development and can be embedded into HTML.
.
This package is a dependency package, which depends on Ubuntu's
default
PHP version (currently 7.2).
…

<IfModule mod_dir.c>
DirectoryIndex index.html index.cgi index.pl
index.php index.xhtml index.htm
</IfModule>

Move the PHP index file (highlighted above) to the first position after
the DirectoryIndex specification, like this:
/etc/apache2/mods-enabled/dir.conf
<IfModule mod_dir.c>
DirectoryIndex index.php index.html index.cgi
index.pl index.xhtml index.htm
</IfModule>

When you are finished, save and close the file by pressing CTRL+X.
Confirm the save by typing Y and then hit ENTER to verify the file
save location. After this, restart the Apache web server in order for
your changes to be recognized. Do this by typing this:

If, after researching, you decide you would like to install a package,
you can do so by using the apt install command like you have been
doing for the other software. If it is decided that php-cli is something
that you need, you could type:

$sudo systemctl restart apache2

$sudo apt install php-cli

If you want to install more than one module, you can do that by
listing each one, separated by a space, following the apt install
command, like this:

You can also check on the status of the apache2 service
using systemctl:
$ sudo systemctl status apach e2

$sudo apt install package1 package2 ...

Sample Output

At this point, your LAMP stack is installed and configured. Before
making any more changes or deploying an application, though, it
would be helpful to proactively test out your PHP configuration in
case there are any issues that should be addressed. Testing PHP
Processing on your Web Server. In order to test that your system is
configured properly for PHP, create a very basic PHP script called
info.php. In order for Apache to find this file and serve it correctly, it
must be saved to a very specific directory, which is called the web
root. In Linux LAMP Server Ubuntu 18.04, this directory is located at
/var/www/html/. Create the file at that location by running:

apache2.service - LSB: Apache2 web server
Loaded: loaded (/etc/init.d/apache2; bad; vendor preset:
enabled)
Drop-In: /lib/systemd/system/apache2.service.d
└─apache2-systemd.conf
Active: active (running) since Tue 2018-04-23 14:28:43 EDT;
45s ago
Docs: man:systemd-sysv-generator(8)
Process: 13581 ExecStop=/etc/init.d/apache2 stop (code=exited,
status=0/SUCCESS)
Process: 13605 ExecStart=/etc/init.d/apache2 start
(code=exited, status=0/SUCCESS)
Tasks: 6 (limit: 512)
CGroup: /system.slice/apache2.service
├─13623 /usr/sbin/apache2 -k start
├─13626 /usr/sbin/apache2 -k start
├─13627 /usr/sbin/apache2 -k start
├─13628 /usr/sbin/apache2 -k start
├─13629 /usr/sbin/apache2 -k start
└─13630 /usr/sbin/apache2 -k start

$ sudo nano /var/www/html/inf o.php

This will open a blank file. Add the following text, which is valid PHP
code, inside the file: info.php

Press Q to exit this status output. To enhance the functionality of
PHP, you have the option to install some additional modules. To see
the available options for PHP modules and libraries, pipe the results
of apt search into less, a pager which lets you scroll through the
o u t p u t o f o t h e r co m m a n d s

<?php
phpinfo();
?>
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When all of this is finished, save and close the file. Now you can test
whether your web server is able to correctly display content
generated by this PHP script. To try this out, visit this page in your
web browser. You'll need your server's public IP address again. The
address you will want to visit is:

PHP is pleasingly zippy in its execution, especially when compiled
as an Apache module on the Linux, Unix, Irix, Solaris side. The
MySQL Server, once started, executes even very complex queries
with huge result sets in record-setting time. PHP supports a large
number of major protocols such as POP3, IMAP, and LDAP. PHP7
added support for Java and distributed object architectures (COM
and CORBA), making n-tier development a possibility for the first
time. PHP is forgiving: PHP language tries to be as forgiving as
possible. PHP Syntax is C-Like. Characteristics of PHP. Five
important characteristics make PHP's practical nature possible −
Simplicity. – Efficiency. – Security. – Flexibility. – Familiarity. In fact,
PHP is made of the better details of other old Languages: BASIC
APPLESOFT the variables, C the sintax and the “include”,
FORTRAN the “require”, PASCAL the arrays and strings.
Applications of PHP. As mentioned before, PHP is one of the most
widely used language over the web. I'm going to list few of them
here: PHP performs system functions, i.e. from files on a system it
can create, open, read, write, and close them. PHP can handle
forms, i.e. gather data from files, save data to a file, through email
you can send data, return data to the user. You add, delete, modify
elements within your database through PHP. Access cookies
variables and set cookies. Using PHP, you can restrict users to
access some pages of your website. It can encrypt data. Audience.
This PHP paper is designed for PHP programmers and readers who
are completely unaware of PHP concepts but they have basic
understanding on computer programming. Prerequisites. Before
proceeding with this tutorial you should have at least basic
understanding of computer programming, Internet, Database, and
MySQL etc is very helpful. Common uses of PHP. PHP performs
system functions, i.e. from files on a system it can create, open,
read, write, and close them. PHP can handle forms, i.e. gather data
from files, save data to a file, through email you can send data,
return data to the user. It can be programmed add, delete, modify
elements within your database through PHP. As we mentioned
earlier, PHP is embedded in HTML. That means that in amongst
your normal HTML (or XHTML if you're cutting-edge). If it is
examined the HTML output of the above example, you'll notice that
the PHP code is not present in the file sent from the server to your
Web browser. All of the PHP present in the Web page is processed
and stripped from the page; the only thing returned to the client from
the Web server is pure HTML output. All PHP code must be included
inside one of the three special markup tags ATE are recognised by
the PHP Parser. It can always recreate this page if it is

http://localhost/info.php

The page that will appear is:

For Linux Ubuntu 19.10 default PHP info.
This page provides some basic information about the LAMP Server
from the perspective of PHP. It is useful for debugging and to ensure
that your settings are being applied correctly. If it can see this page
in the Internet browser, then your PHP is working as expected. It is
necessarily remove this file after this test because it could actually
give information about your server to unauthorized users. To do this,
run the following command:

<?php
PHP code goes here
?>

$sudo rm /var/www/html/info.php

It can always recreate this page if it is the case that someone needs
to access the information again later. III. To make an APP using the
PHP Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) it is necessary consider it PHP
as a programming language that allows web developers to create
dynamic content that interacts with databases. PHP is basically used
for developing web based software applications. This tutorial helps
you to build your base with PHP. PHP started out as a small open
source project that evolved as more and more people found out how
useful it was. Rasmus Lerdorf unleashed the first version of PHP
way back in 1994. PHP is a MUST for students and working
professionals to become a great Software Engineer, it is special
when they are working in Web Development Domain. PHP as a
Server, it is a server side scripting language that is embedded in
HTML. It is used to manage dynamic content, databases, session
tracking, even build entire e-commerce sites. It is integrated with a
number of popular databases, including MySQL.

A most common tag is the <?php ... ?> and we will also use the
same tag. In order to develop and run PHP Web pages three vital
components need to be installed on your computer system. Web
Server − PHP will work with virtually all Web Server software,
including Microsoft's Internet Information Server (IIS) but then most
often used is freely available Apache Server. Download Apache for
free here − https://httpd.apache.org/download.cgi Database − PHP
will work with virtually all database software, including Oracle and
Sybase but most commonly used is freely available MySQL
database. PHP Parser − In order to process PHP script instructions
a parser must be installed to generate HTML output that can be sent
to the Web Browser. This tutorial will guide you how to install PHP
parser on the computer Server. Finally, PHP is the easiest language
to learn and to apply and to make APPs. It is the simplest language
to learn. But the most important thing is the most secure language.
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IV. Compatible Platform is called to Operating System that
supports the available applications on its own Internet Server. For
AMP technologies is Linux (often pronounced LIH-nuhks with a short
"i") is a Unix-like operating system that was designed as alternative
personal computer operating system comparable to traditional and
usually more expensive Unix systems. Linux is considered as a fastperforming system. Its kernel (central part of the operating system)
was developed by Linus Torvalds [4] at the University of Helsinki in
Finland. To complete this operating system project, Torvalds and
team made use of system components developed by members of
the Free Software Foundation for the GNU Project [6]. Also Linux
includes a graphical user interface, a windowing system, TCP/IP, the
Emacs editor, and other components usually found in a
comprehensive Unix System. This is distributed using the Free
Software stipulations that mean any modified version that is
redistributed must in turn be freely available, even though the
copyrights are held by various creators of Linux components. In
other words Linux is publicly open and extendible by contributors.
Because it conforms to the Portable Operating System Interface
standard user and programming interfaces, developers can write
programs that can be ported to other operating systems. Linux
comes in versions for all the major microprocessor platforms
including the Intel, PowerPC, Sparc, and Alpha platforms. Linux is a
key part of LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP/Perl/Python), a fast
growing open source software stack. The internet developers can
use LAMP as an alternative to proprietary software stacks because
of its freedom from lock-in.

cables. Another point that it must be considered is take the adecuate
topology between of many topologies that support LANs, as well as,
many different physical media. Topology and the Physical Layer are
tending to be star topology and Cat 5 UTP. The next figure shows a
subset of physical layer implementations that can be deployed to
support Ethernet as the most popular IEEE 802 LAN [5]. When the
Local-Area Network is set up and connected with the appropriate
bandwidth to internet, then the infrastructure of the platform is
complete. In this case it is a noncompatible platform to AMP
Technology, now it depends of the Information System that going to
be programmed over the noncompatible platform already installed.

2. As the strategic value of software increases for many developers,
the industry looks for techniques to automate the production of
software and to improve quality and reduce cost and time-to-market.
These techniques include component technology, visual
programming, patterns and frameworks. Businesses also seek
techniques to manage the complexity of systems as they increase in
scope and scale. In particular, they recognize the need to solve
recurring architectural problems, such as physical distribution,
concurrency, replication, security, load balancing and fault tolerance.
Additionally, the development for the World Wide Web, while making
some things simpler, has exacerbated these architectural problems.
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) [6] was designed to respond
to these needs. It had become in a standard language for specifying,
visualizing, constructing, and documenting the artifacts of software
information systems, as well as for business modeling and other
non-software systems. So, UML represents a collection of best
engineering practices that have proven successful in the modeling of
large and complex systems, it is a part of developing object oriented
software and the software development process. The UML uses
mostly graphical notations to express the design of software
projects. It helps project teams communicate, explore potential
designs, and validate the architectural design of the software. The
developers get the primary goals in the design of Information
Systems: Provide users with a ready-to-use, expressive visual
modeling language so we can develop and exchange meaningful
models. Provide extensibility and specialization mechanisms to
extend the core concepts. Provide a formal basis for understanding
the modeling language. Encourage the growth of the set of Oriented
Object tools.

DEVELOPMENT
Linux is sometimes suggested as a possible publicly-developed
alternative to the desktop predominance of Microsoft Windows.
Although Linux is popular among users already familiar with Unix, it
remains far behind Windows in numbers of users. However, its use
in the business enterprise is growing, but what happen with small
business that stays with non-Linux technology and they need to
connect to Internet and which they have little budget, it is possible
use a noncompatible platform without make any change to the
already installed platform inside business. The way that it is solved
is showed in the next 5 steps.
1. The primary server of our AMP Application must be connected as
a host on a LAN, it is necessary to be connected to internet, taking
care of select the right bandwidth making of which LAN be on line.
To make this possible, let us consider to IEEE 802 LAN Technology
Standard as the way to set up the LAN. It is necessarily to install 2
protocols on every host: IPX and TCP/IP. The particular protocol
NetBEUI, can be installed only in case of a host has Microsoft
Windows 9x or Me. It must be checked that the LAN is on structured
cabling or wireless as physical media. Each computer network can
be built with many different media types. The function of media is to
carry a flow of information through a LAN. Wireless LANs use the
atmosphere, or space, as the medium. Other networking media
confine network signals to a wire, cable, or fiber. Networking media
are considered Physical layer, components of LANs, even though
each local-area network is unique, there are many design aspects
that are common to all LANs, like follow the same standards and the
same components. Depending of the LAN, the coaxial cable, optical
fiber, and even free space can carry network signals, however, the
most common medium in a LAN is studied as Category 5 unshielded
twisted-pair cable (Cat 5 UTP) which includes the Cat 5e family of
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V. A tool that is necessary to continue with AMP Technology is
Scrum that is a framework within which people can address complex
adaptive problems, while productively and creatively delivering
products of the highest possible value. Scrum itself is a simple
framework for effective team collaboration on complex products.
Scrum co-creators Ken Schwaber and Jeff Sutherland have written
The Scrum Guide to explain Scrum clearly and succinctly. This
Guide contains the definition of Scrum. This definition consists of
Scrum’s roles, events, artifacts, and the rules that bind them
together. Scrum is: - Lightweight - Simple to understand - Difficult to
master. Scrum Glossary: The Scrum Glossary is meant to represent
an overview of Scrum-related terms. Some of the mentioned terms
are not mandatory in Scrum, but have been added because they are
commonly used in Scrum. To learn more about the Scrum
framework, to identify which of these terms are required elements of
Scrum and to understand how the mentioned elements are
connected, we highly recommend that you reference The Scrum
Guide. To learn more about terms specific to software development
teams using Scrum and agile software development techniques,
reference the Professional Scrum Developer glossary. Scrum
Framework. Scrum is simple. It is the opposite of a big collection of
interwoven mandatory components. Scrum is not a methodology.
Scrum implements the scientific method of empiricism. Scrum
replaces a programmed algorithmic approach with a heuristic one,
with respect for people and self-organization to deal with
unpredictability and solving complex problems. The below graphic
represents Scrum in Action as described by Ken Schwaber and Jeff
Sutherland in their book Software in 30 Days taking us from planning
through software delivery. Sprint reviews are not retrospectives. A
sprint review is about demonstrating the hard work of the entire
team: designers, developers, and the product owner. At Atlassian
we like to keep our sprint reviews casual. Team members gather
around a desk for informal demos and describe the work they’ve
done for that iteration. It’s a time to ask questions, try new features,
and give feedback. Sharing in success is an important part of
building an agile team. Let’s first review why the team’s definition of
‘done’ is so important to this agile ceremony. Step 1: define ‘done’
As a regular user of , there’s nothing more satisfying to me than
moving a task from ‘code review’ to ‘done.’ That swoosh of an agile
card represents completed work we set out to accomplish as a team.
Done and done! Updating an agile card in . Crossing the finish line
and completing work requires good planning, a clear definition of
‘done,’ and focused execution. Most of this happens during sprint
planning, but to have a successful sprint review and sprint, teams
need to do a little more than plan. They need to develop a clear
culture of how to deliver work as well as what it means to be ‘done.’
A culture of delivery. Effective teams bring clear processes and
development culture to each and every work item. Use these
questions to assess your process, and make sure it’s working
optimally for your team: Are stories well-defined by the product
owner, designer, and the engineering team before implementation?
Does everyone understand and live the team’s engineering values
and culture? Are there clear definitions and requirements around
code review, automated testing, and continuous integration to
encourage sustainable, agile development? After the team
completes a story, are there many bugs that surface? In other
words, does ‘done’ really mean ‘done?’ The team’s culture around
quality and completion should rise above every user story,
engineering work item, and bug. This culture is reflective of how the
team approaches and delivers software. Defining ‘done’ on each
work item. A clear definition of ‘done’ helps teams focus on the end
goal for each work item.

When the product owner adds work to the team’s backlog, defining
the acceptance criteria is a key part of his or her process. What does
it mean for a user story to be complete? At Atlassian, the team
tracks acceptance criteria and testing notes right in line with the rest
of the user story inside of . That way, the entire team has a clear
view of success on every issue. What are acceptance criteria and
testing notes? Acceptance criteria: metrics the product owner uses
to confirm the story has been implemented to his or her satisfaction.
Testing notes: short, focused guidance from the quality assistance
team that enables the development engineer to write better feature
code and automated tests. Having well-defined issues during
implementation allows everyone to be successful. It’s easy to add
fields in line. As an administrator, just click the ‘admin’ button on the
issue. Step 2: celebrate the team. At Atlassian, one of our core
values is to “play, as a team.” Sprint reviews are a great time to
celebrate the team and everyone’s accomplishments during an
iteration. We typically host them on Friday afternoons, while
everyone in the office winds down before the weekend. Sprint
reviews are not synonymous with retrospectives, so make sure to
host the sprint review after an iteration, but before your
retrospective. External participants are always welcome to join, but
the meeting usually consists of the product owner, the full
development team, and the scrum master. As a best practice, we
recommend spending 30 minutes to an hour for each iteration in the
meeting. We love sprint reviews because they protect the health and
morale of the team. Sprint reviews are all about team building. The
review isn’t adversarial, it’s not an exam—it’s a collaborative event
across the team in which people demo their work, field questions,
and get feedback. If a sprint review doesn’t become a positive
activity across the team, it may be indicative of: The team taking on
too much work and not completing it during an iteration. The team
struggling with existing technical debt. Features not being developed
sustainably to ensure new bugs are not introduced into the
codebase. The team’s development practices aren’t as tuned as
they could be. The product owner is changing priorities within an
iteration, and the development team is sidelined by scope creep.
Note: every team has a difficult iteration sometimes. Take the time to
understand why an iteration changes in the team’s retrospective and
create a plan to address issues in the next sprint. Step 3: reach
across geographies. Companies with distributed teams have special
challenges around scaling agile ceremonies across geographies.
Sprint reviews are no exception. The team has members across the
globe: Sydney, Gdańsk, Saigon, and San Francisco. Even though
we’re distributed, sprint reviews are an important part of our team
culture.
CONCLUSIONS
The PHP Application Language an Applications Server was
presented as the third unit of LAMP Technology. It is the 57%
Applications Language on whole World Wide Web without account
the Intranets. The Non-Compatible Platform was re-defined as not
Linux, not Unix, not Irix, not Solaris, not Mac. The main contribution
is the development of a standard way to show how to program
applications on PHP 7.4.2 that works on internet. The SCRUM
Method was presented as the new way to develop applications over
World Wide Web and Mobile Applications. In this branch it is
necessary apply the IEEE 730 Standard and W3C Standard that not
were included in this set of three papers, next two papers are to
show how LAMP Applications work over the International Network.
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